6/23/2023

This week, given the warmer weather, we wanted to share some of the progress you can see from the outside of our building.

**Exterior Dining and Entrance Site Work**

The structural steel for the new entrance and Solarium is officially up and welded in. This is the view we’ll have for many years to come.

The steel structure for the floor for this area is being prepped for a concrete pour next week. This will allow walls to come next and really give us a sense of what our community will look like when this is finished.

**Dining Space/Display Kitchen**

The Dining Room is continuing to have electrical, gas lines, sprinkler lines, HVAC and plumbing all roughed in. It looks like a sea of wires and pipes, but this is shaping up nicely!

Outside you can start to get a vision of what the exterior dining space will look like; here is a side by side of the progress and the rendering that inspired it.
Front Desk Space – Tower One
Another exciting part of our renovation is our new front desk area where you and your guests will be warmly welcomed.

Here is a side by side of what it looks like today and where we’ll end up in a few short months.

Jesse Wescott
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